MIT to decide on bank machine

By Ivan Fong

MIT will respond within a few weeks to a proposal by BayBank Harvard Trust to install one or more automated teller machines (ATMs) in the basement of the Student Center, according to Vice President for Operations William R. Dickson '56.

Dickson met Monday with Real Estate Officer Philip A. Trueswell, Harvard Cooperative Society General Manager James Argeros, Campus Police Chief James Oliveri, and a representative from BayBank to discuss the proposal. He expressed MIT's concern that the proposed location near the Tech Coup Barshop posed trespassing and security problems.

The security problem arises from the isolated nature of the location and the low level of nighttime activity in the Student Center. Dickson noted that the Campus Police have recently received two reports involving MIT students and related to the ATMs in Kendall Square. A second problem concerns the possibility of the public coming on to MIT property to use the machines in the Student Center.

"We think it (installing the ATMs) would be a popular thing," commented Dickson. "But we are generally in favor of it...but we don't want to compromise." Dickson concluded that if the two concerns were not resolved, MIT would not agree to the BayBank plan. Suggestions from BayBank officials to alleviate the concerns have included renting a temporary location in the machines and providing security outside the building.

"We think it would be a tremendous asset to the entire BayBank chain of businesses," said Argeros. Assistant Vice President for Property Development for the BayBank Harvard Trust Company.

"If we don't find a way to go ahead with the current plan, we would like to explore other options to bring the service to the area," indicated Dickson. He noted that MIT would have no objection to leasing the bank property which faced a public street and could be used for the machines.

Argers said that he had acknowledged an interest by MIT students and administrators in placing ATMs in the Student Center. He said that he thought the machines "would be a good thing to have in the Student Center," and approved of the positioning of two or three machines in the building, adjacent to the Tech Coup Barshop.

Argers also noted that since MIT is a legal entity, it is not allowed to operate a commercial venture such as a bank's cash machine within the building system. The system is compatible with the proposal to place the machines on College property.

(End of story)

Foreign students: a tradition at MIT

By Maris Duan

(Edward's note: This article is the first of a two-part series on international students at MIT.)

MIT ranked 16th among American colleges and universities in foreign student enrollments, according to a report issued by the Institute for International Education (IIE). The 1980-81 annual survey of the IIE reported an enrollment of 1,139 foreign students at MIT last year, constituting 22.4 percent of the student body.

At the start of the 1981-82 academic year, 1,946 foreign students were enrolled at the Institute. Undergraduates comprised almost a quarter of that total.

A primary reason for the large number of foreign students can be found in the history of MIT, said Associate Dean for Student Affairs Eugene R. Chamberlain, International Students' Advisor. Early Institute leaders, including founder and first President William Barton Rogers, were trained in Europe, where they developed a belief in the value of international interaction in scientific, technical, and practical training.

"Many of the faculty members at MIT had collegial connections in Europe," Chamberlain said. "These close connections with the European scientific community spread the reputation of the Institute to other countries."

"The United States has been an attractive place for young people," Chamberlain continued.

By Sam Cable

Beginning next week, no student enrolled in the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science (EECS) will normally be allowed to register for an EECS subject after receiving a grade of D or worse.

The new policy was proposed to continue with more advanced subjects in "extraordinary" cases, according to Kassakian. Kassakian noted that the policy was approved by other departments, as well as

(End of story)

MIT's bubble bursts.

BC police O, student newspaper.

Arts does it with electronics.

ECCS changes policy on prereqs.

By Sam Cable

The Rules and Regulations of the Registrar state that a grade of D demonstrates "deficiencies serious enough to make it inadvisable to proceed further in the field without additional work." A petition procedure will be established for exceptions to continue with more advanced subjects in "extraordinary" cases, according to Kassakian. Kasnakian noted that the policy was approved by other departments, as well as

(End of story)
World

Military attacke killed — Lt. Col. Charles Ray, assistant military attaché to the US embassy in Paris, was assassinated on Monday. Ray was shot once in the back of the head by an unidentified assailant. Five weeks earlier, a similar attempt was made on the embassy's second-ranking diplomat, Christian Chapman.

Bomb claims West Berlin's life — A bomb in a Jewish restaurant in West Berlin, Germany, claimed the life of a 14 month-old girl. Her parents and two other people are still hospitalized.

Nation

Thunderbirds killed in air crash — Four pilots in the Air Force Thunderbird precision flying team were killed Monday when their jet crashed into the desert outside of Las Vegas. The crashes occurred dur- ing a 400mph practice. The accident: the worst since the Thunderbirds' formation in 1953, brings the total casualty record to 19 men killed and 29 planes destroyed.

Washington wreckage still sunk — Workers were able to raise the tail section of the Air Florida 737 jetliner that crashed into the Potomac River in Washington DC last week. The cockpit voice recorder and the flight data recorder, usually in the tail section, were not present. Both devices are equipped with signal transmitters and divers are expected to recover them soon.

Local

Locke trial starts — Barry M. Locke, former Secretary of Transportation and chairman of the MBTA Board of Directors, was ac- cused Monday of conspiring to illegally accept $60,000. Locke was ac- ceased by Frank J. Walters, Jr. Walters, a former MBTA official, is the prosecution's key witness.

Second quake hits NE — An earthquake measuring 5.0 on the Richter scale hit New England at 5:15pm Monday. The quake was the second one to hit the Northeast area this month.

Drunk roadblock nets 14 — Fourteen persons were arrested Friday night in Revere after a two-hour roadblock was set up on Route 1A to stop drunk drivers. Eight of the 14 were charged with drunk driving; the rest were charged with possession of drugs. Chelsea District Court Judge Robert A. Stannum is concerned that the arrests violate con- stitutional rights. Massachusetts has not used roadblocks since they were ruled unconstitutional in 1963.

Ken Snow

Weather

It will be partly to mostly sunny today, with light northerly winds. Highs 25 to 30. Becoming cloudy tonight with lows near 10 in the city. For Thursday, mostly cloudy with light snow developing by afternoon. Highs 25 to 30.

James Franklin

Great Game Savings of 20%

Bancroft's Racquet King squash racquet. Multi-laminated hardwood and bamboo with triple fiber reinforcement on the throat and shoulders. Featuring an elliptical head and terry grip, this medium flex, strung racquet has a frame weight of 220 grams. A sure-fire way to improve your game!

Comp. value $25.00 Now $19.99

30% Off

Sportscore men's shock-absorbing Deep Cushion* crew socks. Guaranteed to stay up, these Superdry* socks are made of 80% orlon, 15% nylon, 5% lycra spandex. In plain white or with double stripes of powder blue, navy, royal, green or red. 10-13.

Comp. value $2.80 Now $1.99

CITIBANK

CITIBANK, one of the world's largest international banks invites you to con- sider a local staff career opportunity in the Far East. We are looking primarily for graduate students in business-related fields to become Account Managers. Complete fluency in English and one of the Asian lan- guages is required. At present, excel- lent opportunities exist in the following countries:

Guam * Hong Kong * Indonesia * Japan Korea * Malaysia Philippines * Singapore Taiwan * Thailand

We will be interviewing at the Harvard Cooperative Society, MIT Student Center.
The top of MacGregor provided a bird's-eye view of the Carr tennis bubble, which collapsed last Thursday. (Photo by Bill Cadene)

Carr tennis bubble collapses

By Tony Zamparini

The inflatable structure covering the J. B. Carr Indoor Tennis Courts collapsed after midnight Thursday morning, during a light snowfall.

Paul Barrett, Director of Physical Plant, said "It's not immediately clear what happened. He added that there probably was a malfunction in the inflation system, the fans that keep the bubble pressurized.

As the bubble deflated, it fell onto the tennis court light posts, ripping the fabric. Barrett said he hoped MIT's insurance policies will cover the cost of replacing or repairing the bubble.

Three of the four fabric pieces of the bubble were damaged, as well as the light fixtures, according to Director of Sports Information Kenneth J. Cerino. Cerino said there is not yet a timetable for the repair of the bubble.

Bird Air Structures, Incorporated, the manufacturer of the bubble, sent an employee to inspect the damage Friday, and will send an engineer to MIT later this week.

The Department of Athletics is transferring all tennis activity to the new Athletic Center. The Carr tennis facility had four tennis courts, as well as the light fixtures, according to Director of Sports Information Kenneth J. Cerino. Cerino said there is not yet a timetable for the repair of the bubble.

Bank initiated installation plan

(Continued from page 1)

A letter to Trussell from Dickson last month which discuss the possibility of a conflict with Undergraduate Association (UA) plans to institute a student credit union. Bruce A. Kiernan '83, of the UA Special Projects Committee, noted that the credit union was only one of three proposed ideas to provide better financial services to students. He commented, however, that "it may be foolish to limit the machines to one bank."

Dickson indicated that the current proposal originated with Bay Banks, and that requests from other banks would be considered. Trussell was unavailable for comment yesterday.

Booz Allen & Hamilton is seeking 1982 graduates to work as Research Associates.

Booz Allen & Hamilton Inc is a leading international consulting firm working with companies on issues of strategy, marketing, technology, and other top management concerns.

The Research Associate position is for a two year period and exclusively for graduates who will have deferred admittance to a top MBA program. Candidates should have outstanding records of academic achievement and prior exposure to the business environment.


Interested candidates should send resume, undergraduate transcript, list of business schools applied to, and GMAT scores by January 29 to:

Luis Greiner
BOOZ ALLEN & HAMILTON
245 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10016
Try the following experiment: Take a recent high school graduate, probably male, sixteen to nineteen years of age. Place in an open field, inject with greasy chicken or roast beef, and after a couple of speeches, expose to hordes of noise-making uppers. Leave unnoticed for one week, then force to make crucial decisions on housing and courses with little or no guidance.

Provide dull classes and a challenging bureaucracy. Extract large sums of money at frequent intervals. Solicit opinions and blatantly ignore them. Limit social interactions to the minimum necessary for survival. If not slightly fed, continue for about four years.

The expected result is not a contented alumni. While somewhat exaggerated, the following scenario represents the fate of too many MIT students. The Institute seemingly puts little effort into insuring that students leave with a lasting affection for the school. Throwing in a free dinesharing spring term senior year hardly repairs the damage done.

For some reason, however, some students leave MIT and become loyal alumni, contributing regularly to the Institute both financially and personally.

The number of active alumni has not changed much over the years. The 1979-80 Alumni Association report shows that participation in class reunions and Alumni Officers' Conferences has remained fairly steady over the past five years. Membership in alumni clubs has leveld off after growing during the mid-1970's. The Alumni Fund received a record amount of money from a record number of contributors in 1979-80.

Despite all of its inadequacies, however, MIT somehow provided me with some of the experiences that have led me to attempt to become an Educational Counselor. I am not yet an alumna of MIT, but expect to become one in June. I am not the only one. According to the 1979-80 Alumni Association report, MIT's 1980 alumni membership is 71,800. I am not alone in thinking that the Institute has not improved. I will be graduated in June and I still have not been able to say in the journalism field, the draft is sexier than filing sheets of long columns of numbers, or long letters. They should be saying, "They won't find me," in fact, they should be saying, "They won't find us." Of course, it's easy to oppose a draft than a registration. The draft conjures up images of fresh-faced 17-year-old boys from the Midwest being shoved into planes to kill innocent peaceful Asians not much older than themselves. In this sense, the horror of Vietnam is still very much with us. Registration, on the other hand, brings to mind pesty-faced clerks filling sheets of long columns of numbers, or long lines at the state motor vehicle department. As we say in the journalism field, the draft is softer than registration.

I'm not claiming that registration and the draft are totally unrelated: if you want to have a draft, you first have to get people to register for it. When listening to the anti-registration/anti-draft rhetoric, however, be sure to listen to what they're really protesting.

The dilemma of registration

Salz: issue is not the draft

Doherty: refuse on moral grounds

Editor's note: Richard Salz will be Editor-in-Chief of Volume 13 of the Tech.

I'm pro-choice, in favor of marijuana decriminalization, and opposed to handguns and Reaganomics, and I registered for the draft.

This self-description challenges some common paradigms that show up in all discussions of draft registration. If you're a liberal progressive, and you're opposed to registration, and if you're a conservative flag-waver, you're in favor of it.

Such discussions all too often turn into discussions on registration and the draft. People who didn't register wear buttons saying "I won't go," in fact, they should be saying, "They won't find me."
Nonregistrants are not alone

(Continued from page 4)

Conscription, on the other hand, is a step toward totalitarianism. Those who have led the struggle for freedom from oppression, such as Thomas Jef- ferson and Martin Luther King, Jr., have consistently opposed conscription. As it stands now, the two wars we have fought — Vietnam and Korea — were never even approved by Congress, as required by our Constitution.

Historically, the United States has fought in the interest of a small sector of the population — for those people who benefit from war. Corporate management, government executives and military personnel benefit from these wars. The interests of the plurailistic majority, the poor, the women, the children, the non-white, the young, the extremely elderly, the lesbian, the gay, and the unbeleagued are ignored. Most do not benefit from war. Instead, they are the casualties.

I also object to President Reagan’s blatant dishonesty to the people of this country in his decisions to continue the draft registration program. During his campaign, he mentioned repeatedly that “the proposal to register young men for the draft is an ill-considered one and should be rejected.” He also commented that his main objection to the registration program was a “moral” one.

Nonregistration is, in my opinion, a logical conclusion from the ideas presented above. Others have additional reasons which I have neither the space nor the eloquence to deliver.

Remember that if you decide not to register you will not be alone. Over one million young men have not registered for the draft. About one of every four adults who are supposed to sign up have “neglected” to do so.

Even if the Justice Department dropped all non-draft-related cases pending in the overcrowded Federal court system and freed all non-draft-related prisoners from the disgraceful Federal peniten- tiaries, only about 2.5 percent of all nonregistrants could ever serve time. The establishment of full-scale concentration camps and martial law would be the conse- quence of an attempt to force all those eligible for registration to register.

On Campus Interviews

Wednesday, February 3

If you will receive a BS, MS or PhD in Computer Science or Electrical Engineering, make an appointment at your Campus Placement Center. If you are unable to interview on the above date, please send your resume to: College Relations Manager, Tandem Computers, 1309 South Mary Avenue, Sunnyvale California 94087. An equal opportunity employer.
ODSA discusses funding for FinBoard, LSC

By Max Hallperin

Student activity leaders discussed funding options for student organizations at a luncheon sponsored by the Office of the Dean for Student Affairs. This week's Monday luncheon, the second of three meetings, focused on the Undergraduate Association Finance Board (UA FinBoard) and the Lecture Series Committee (LSC).

Jason Weller '82, Finboard Vice-Chairman, said the UA Social Council significantly overspent its budgeted funds from FinBoard; the Board has absorbed the loss as bad debts. In addition, the Board has paid over $20,000 in loans to various organizations, several of which are now defunct. Of these loans, "we don't really expect to get back" $6,000 to $7,000, Weller said.

Weller expressed a desire to control the spending of UA committees: "there has to be some way of shutting off the water before the faucet is turned off. Otherwise we get stuck cleaning up a mess." He clarified, "there is a water shortage. Student government has been turning on the faucet too much and too long. We need a method to stop it from turning on the faucet. We need to stop student government from spending money they don't have."

Javin C. Pattin '83, chairman of LSC, explained that his organization could only help other activities by co-sponsoring lectures with them. The committee would do so if the lectures are of "appeal to the [MIT] community as a whole."

LSC allocates about 10 percent of its annual budget to subsidize lectures; 75 percent is spent on movie expenses, according to Pat- tin. He explained that LSC had not previously publicized its $118,000 budget because "no one ever came to us and asked 'what to do with your money?'" In addition, LSC wanted to wait for opinions from the faculty.

Weller summarized the FinBoard's role by saying, "It is a board, it is not a treasurer." He divided its responsibilities into four categories: funding student activities, funding student sports, acting as a treasurer for the classes, and acting as the treasury of the undergraduates.

---

IAP #752

HOW TO STUDY AT MIT
— a series of seminars led by graduate and upperclass students to discuss techniques for
— managing your time
— taking notes
— solving problems
— preparing for exams
— writing papers

Two series will be offered:
I Wednesday and Thursday, January 20 & 21
10 am - noon, Room 10-280
II Monday and Wednesday, January 25 & 27
2 - 4 pm, Room 4-153

(sponsored by the Undergraduate Academic Support Office, Room 7-100. You're welcome.)
Come to McDonald’s of Cambridge or Charlestown and try our brand new self-service salad bar. When you order a salad at our counter, we will provide you with a bowl. Then, go to our salad bar and construct your very own salad from a selection of crisp lettuce, crunchy croutons, ripe red tomatoes, bacon-y bits and other fresh vegetables. To top off your salad, you can select from four scrumptious dressings: Bleu Cheese, Thousand Island, Spice & Herb, or Low Cal Italian.

And when you visit us to try our new salad bar, you’ll see that we’re also serving delicious New England style clam chowder. Why not try a cup or bowl with your salad?

Try our new salad bar and get a regular size beverage free!

Just bring this coupon to McDonald’s of Cambridge or McDonald’s of Charlestown and get a regular size beverage of your choice FREE when you buy a salad.

Offer good only at McDonald’s of Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge and Bunker Hill Mall, Charlestown.


Limit one per customer per visit.

Redemption value 1/20c.
This is... Take a Punk on a Date Week!

On the Town

Angry Young Men, Wed, at Inn Square, 8 pm.
Alleybeats, Del Fuegos at Streets, 12:30
Alleybeats, Del Fuegos at Streets, 12:30.
Fire Department, Seals at Inn Square,
Rubber Bodies, Family Fun at Streets Thurs.
Lepre at the Hostel Lounge, 9:00 Beantown.
General Hospital, Cosseme, Party at St. Jonathan Swift's 30 Beantown St., Harvard
Future Dads, Planet Street at Inn Square,
Indiebirds, Dangerous Birds at Streets Fri.
Dave Van Ronk, Preston Reed at Possum, 47
Family Fun, Features at the Hines Lounge.
Outlets, Dream, Vital Signs at The Rat, 56
Commonwealth Ave., Kenmore Square.
Roomful of Blues, Eddie "Cleanhead"
Vinson at Jonathan Swift's Fri., 9 pm.
Dawgs, Scared Kids at Canton's, 69 Broad St., Boston, Fri.
Boy's Life, Classic Reins at Streets Sat.
Native Tongue, Poppa Rodger's, November Ave. at Beantown, Fri.
Mission of Burma, Nest at the Paradise
Sats. 4-6 pm show for all ages, 10pm show
with i.d.
Fleischers at Streets Fri., Jan 29.
Brian Reins at Spin, 13 Lansdowne St.,
One People at Jonathan Swift's, Sun.

TEK SEMINAR

We're doing some very exciting things at Tektronix in Oregon...

Like innovative computer graphics systems. A wide range of test and measurement systems. Advanced microprocessor development tools and logic analyzers. TV test and control equipment for the world's major color systems. And other high-technology electronic products.

We also develop most of our own state-of-the-art components, including ICs, hybrids, and CRTs.

And our R&D groups are active in software systems design, signal processing, digital signal processing, digital electronics, and other critical areas.

Let us tell you about them. Some of our technical people are coming to your campus to talk about the exciting things they're working on. Please join us.

Seminar: "Tektronix Company Overview"
Place: Building 4, Room 159
Date: February 4, 1982
Time: 4:00 - 6:00 p.m.
Refreshments

Because you have varied interests, you're looking for a company that encourages you to keep your options open.

And we do. Kendall is one of the country's largest suppliers of health care products. We are the world's most diversified manufacturer of non-woven products. We produce Gently — the brand of baby products that mothers think of first.

And our industrial tape products are used around the world for a wide range of energy and industrial applications.

This means you can put your education to good use in the field of your choice, while keeping your career options open. And, as an employee with one of the most profitable and fastest-growing subsidiaries of Colgate-Palmolive, your opportunities become even greater. In addition, we offer you the benefits and salaries you should command.

If you have a degree in CHEMISTRY, CHEMICAL, ELECTRICAL, INDUSTRIAL or MECHANICAL ENGINEERING or an MBA with an undergraduate degree in ENGINEERING, then consider the career choices we have available. We bet you'll find options that will keep your interest for a long time.

For a personal look at what Kendall Corporation has to offer you, see our representatives on Campus. Contact your placement office for details.

Send your resume to John Sloan, Manager of Employment and College Relations.

KENDALL Specialty Products People Depend On

The Kendall Company
A Division of Colgate-Palmolive Company
One Federal Street, Boston, MA 02110
(617) 269-1111

Zero Pressure, People Depend On.
the southern tip of the Malay Peninsula, which has the second most prosperous economy in Asia after Japan on a per capita basis (and the second busiest port in the world after Rotterdam). It recruits trained nationals from other countries to staff its educational institutions, industries, statutory bodies and government offices. The basis is on highly qualified people who would like to establish themselves in Singapore, whilst the government is directing its campaign at citizens of countries in Southeast Asia, the Far East and South Asia, candidates from other countries are welcome. Many fields are in demand, but the most critical needs are in engineering, computer science, economics, accounting, management, planning, architecture, and statistics. Salaries are high (e.g. the salary for a full professor in the National University of Singapore ranges from S$39,000 to S$50,000) and fringe benefits are good.

Job opportunities are available as follows:

**UNIVERSITY OF SINGAPORE**

**Title:** Senior Administrative Assistant. Applicants are especially in accounting, business administration, computer science, management, engineering, architecture, and mathematics. Applicants must be proficient in English and computer skills. Applicants must have at least a Bachelor's degree in accounting, business administration, computer science, or mathematics, or three years of related experience. We are an equal opportunity employer.

**Varian's Palo Alto Microwave Tube Division**

offers you a wide range of career paths to choose from. As the oldest — and largest — division of Varian Associates, we are the world's leading producer of microwave tube products, from the original Klystron to our newest development, the Gyron. With your degree in EE, ME or Physics, you can choose from a diversity of opportunities in research, design, development, manufacturing and support of microwave circuit components, magnets and entire subsystems for satellite communications.

**On-Campus Interviews**
February 11

Your choice at Varian can be aided by the leading engineers and scientists working with you, and by the availability of graduate programs and counseling at some of the country's top schools, like our neighbor Stanford University. Make an appointment today with your Career Planning and Placement Office. Or find out about other career choices with Varian by writing to Employment, Varian Associates, 611-DH Hansen Way, Palo Alto, California 94303. We are an equal opportunity employer.

**We're Varian Associates**

The choice is yours.
By Tom Lorde
The Boston College (BC) Police Department has been ordered to make its daily logs available to the editors of the college's independent student-run newspaper, The Heights.

The order was handed down January 4, in response to a suit filed by the newspaper's editors on October 19.

Judge Samuel Adams of the Suffolk Superior Court ruled that the Boston College Police Department is subject to the Massachusetts Daily Logs/Public Records Act and must make its logs available to The Heights.

Meanwhile, on the boards of several corporations, observers that professors provide companies with "greater objectivity and a longer view," and that professors, especially economists and business school professors, might "benefit greatly from more first-hand experience with corporations." West also noted that the primary concerns of those expressing criticism, whom he characterized as "self-conscious" liberal political and social liberals, is "not the potential for conflicts of interest but rather a fear that some academics' views will be influenced by the business community."

West concluded that the complete independence of academe from business was never "anything more than an illusion," and that the increasing presence of academics on corporate boards will have performed an important function, even if it "does nothing more than make people more reality-conscious."

The order was handed down January 4, in response to a suit filed by the newspaper's editors on October 19.

Judge Samuel Adams of the Suffolk Superior Court ruled that the Boston College Police Department is subject to the Massachusetts Daily Logs/Public Records Act and must make its logs available to The Heights.

Meanwhile, on the boards of several corporations, observers that professors provide companies with "greater objectivity and a longer view," and that professors, especially economists and business school professors, might "benefit greatly from more first-hand experience with corporations." West also noted that the primary concerns of those expressing criticism, whom he characterized as "self-conscious" liberal political and social liberals, is "not the potential for conflicts of interest but rather a fear that some academics' views will be influenced by the business community."

West concluded that the complete independence of academe from business was never "anything more than an illusion," and that the increasing presence of academics on corporate boards will have performed an important function, even if it "does nothing more than make people more reality-conscious."
No recession for MIT grads

By Richard Salz

Despite predictions of double-digit unemployment for the coming months, MIT students and corporate representatives are still lining up to meet in the Career Planning and Placement Office to discuss career possibilities, company offers, and starting salaries.

"The fall recruiting season went quite well," commented Phyllis Jackson, Associate Director of the Placement Office. Jackson was unable to give any exact figures, but said, "It's the feeling of the whole office that we're having more students come by.

This impression coincides with the result of two recent surveys which indicate more job opportunities for this year's graduating engineers than were available last year.

One survey, conducted by the Northwestern University Placement Office, concluded that job opportunities for engineers will increase by about 10 percent. The other survey, conducted by the placement office at Michigan State University, was less slightly optimistic, saying the number of openings for engineering graduates would rise by about five percent.

Both surveys mentioned the defense and energy fields as the two areas likely to have the highest increase in openings, and electrical/computer science and chemical engineering as the two branches likely to have the highest starting salaries.

Center couples arts with media tech.

(Continued from page 1)

perimental music studio, Educational Video Resources, and several exhibitions.

There will be four exhibit areas, according to Kathy Halbreich, Director of Exhibitions for the Committee on Visual Arts: a "Hayden-like" contemporary art gallery — the present one will probably move, - a regional contemporary art gallery with an art-historical perspective, a works-in-progress gallery with artists creating works for MIT, and an Artists in Study Archives of working drawings of art in MIT's permanent collections.

Center not for all arts

(Continued from page 1)

technology, but rather a shift to a building that would incorporate art exhibitions with media technology.

The Center for Arts and Media Technology is not meant to fulfill all the artistic needs of the MIT community, said Peter M. Spuckman, Executive Director for the Center for the Arts. Spuckman commented on the wide range of artistic programs at MIT "which are very much alive," but noted that the new facility would not be an all-embracing arts center. The new building primarily provides for a coupling of artistic activity: visual arts facilities, housed in the Architecture department, combined with advanced communications technologies, housed in the Electrical Engineering and Computer Science department, with a large lecture hall that will serve the all arts community.

There will also be a media room, a digital imaging processing laboratory, listening galleries, and an experimental media theater. Spuckman noted that while the experimental media theater will not directly serve the drama organizations on campus, it will relieve the pressure on the Kresge Little Theatre. Community response for the new center has varied, according to Porter, from enthusiasm and understanding to doubt at the advisability of entering the field of media technology until MIT has financially stabilized its existing programs.

A number of companies also agreed with the optimistic projections. Bill Poweromo of IBM said his company considered more MIT students for more positions last fall than ever before. IBM invited one of the biggest interviewers on campus, noted Jackson, with about 25 interviewers this year.

Jackson commented on the prospects for MIT students: "It's hard to predict the number of openings a company has. At times I'm not sure if they know.

Panasonic Power

Its the small big sound machine. Great for in-class recording, re-listening to an interesting lecture or having some musical fun!

RQ-337
Mini cassette recorder with dual sensor pop-up microphone and tape speed control plus more
Reg. $84.99  Sale $74.99

RQ-339
Mini cassette recorder with auto-stop mechanism, one touch recording for operating ease.
Reg. $44.99  Sale $39.99

Each model operates on A/C or battery (not included)

SAVINGS TO RECORD

Scotch Highlander Cassettes: low noise, 90 minute tape recommended for voice recording. Three to a bag now available at a special low price. Great time to stock up!

Sale 3/bag $4.59  Reg $2.69 each

HARVARD COOPERATIVE SOCIETY
MIT Student Center

THE MADWOMAN OF CHAILLOT

by Robert N. Scanlan

directed by Ed Hortan

set and costumes by Roland Guidry

lighting by Edward S. Hanna

LITTLE THEATRE, KRESGE AUDITORIUM, M.I.T.

Feb. 4, 5, 6 and 11, 12, 13 at 8 p.m.

TIX: $3.50. $3.00 w/ID

RESERVATIONS: 253-4270

INFO: 253-2877

HARVARD COOPERATIVE SOCIETY
MIT Student Center
Lanclated by the US Department of
education and planning appointments for exit
February degree candidates

Educational offerings for the spring
Holly Sweet all x3-7786 or stop by
freshmen interested in learning
Wednesdays, February 3, at 3pm
for course VI sophomores interested
tend the orientation lecture
emergency dean's fund loans only. Normal office activity will
January 29, 9am-4:45pm, for

W. I

STETSON & PACKARD
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

The Experimental Study Group (ESG), an academic program for freshmen interested in learning core subjects through small seminars and tutorials, has openings for the spring term. Contact Holly Sweet at x3-7780 or stop by
Room 24-02 for more info.

February degree candidates must schedule appointments for exit interviews with the student loan office. These interviews are mandated by the US Department of Education and are required by the Institute to maintain good

student on the degree list. The notice also serves to activate the repayment status and terms of the loan. Contact the student loan office, x3-4115.

Course VI sophomores interested in learning
in 10-250.

Wednesday, February 3, at 3pm
for course VI sophomores interested
tend the orientation lecture
emergency dean's fund loans only. Normal office activity will
January 29, 9am-4:45pm, for

W. I

STETSON & PACKARD
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

The Experimental Study Group (ESG), an academic program for freshmen interested in learning core subjects through small seminars and tutorials, has openings for the spring term. Contact Holly Sweet at x3-7780 or stop by
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The Texas Instruments Home Computer:
It's a whole new way to learn.

Having your own computer can open a whole new world for you. Whatever your chosen field, you'll find the Texas Instruments Home Computer a powerful tool for analysis, problem solving, record-keeping, decision making, research, and more. And the power it places in your hands can be put to work quickly and easily.

Broad choice of software
Pre-programmed Solid State Software™ Command Modules — based on the same concept proven successful in calculators, containing up to 38k bytes of read-only memory — simply snap into place and you’re ready to go. There are more than 40 of them. And over 400 programs are available in cassette and diskette formats. There’s a broad and fast-growing choice in the areas of engineering, science, business, art, self-improvement... and entertainment.

Powerful programming capability
For your own programming, you'll find TI BASIC is a high-level language. It's powerful, yet easy to learn and use. What's more, it's built right into the Texas Instruments Home Computer. Random-access memory supplied is 16k bytes expandable to 48k bytes. There's an excellent, type-written, full-travel keyboard with overlays for second functions. Sixteen colors are available and sound through five octaves — 110 Hz to beyond 40,000 Hz — with capability for three simultaneous tones. At the heart of it all: a 1990-family, 16-bit microprocessor.

Optional accessories — including speech!
With the Solid State Speech™ Synthesizer accessory, you can add electronic speech — more than 370 English words. Use it with the Terminal Emulator II Command Module and TI's phoneme stringing technique delivers a virtually unlimited vocabulary. Other optional accessories include Memory Expansion (32k bytes of RAM), Disk Memory Drive and Controller, Telephone Coupler (MODEM), Solid State Printer, RS232 Interface, Wired Remote Controllers, 10-inch Color Monitor, and a Video Modulator.

Compare and you'll find the TI-59/4A Home Computer gives you more for your money, feature for feature. And, if you have a television receiver, you can get started for less than $600! See your dealer today for a demonstration.

Texas Instruments invented the integrated circuit, microprocessor and microcomputer. Being first is our tradition.
As a member of LINKABIT’s technical staff you will join the top professionals who are working at the leading edge of communications systems development.

Since 1968 LINKABIT has been applying Communication Theory, Computer Science and Digital Technology to meet the demanding requirements of programs that rely on LINKABIT’s excellence and creativity.

As our programs continue to grow and become more comprehensive, they will also continue to challenge the talent, skill and ability of our Technical Staff.

Those who join us now will be joining an organization that has all the ingredients needed to produce a great career—rapid growth, state-of-the-art technology and a supportive, challenging work environment.

We invite you to be one of them — at LINKABIT in San Diego, the high-technology country of the 80’s.

Get the facts first, during our On-Campus Interviews scheduled for February 5

Should you be unable to schedule an interview at this time, mail your resume to Elaine Rigo, College Relations

LINKABIT Corporation
A M/A-COM COMPANY
10453 Roselle Street, San Diego, CA 92121
We are an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer
Bunkhouses, beaches, and basketball

By Martin Dickau

The women's basketball team recovered from a 66-24 beating at the hands of the UMass-Boston Beacons Thursday night to soundly trounce a team from Endicott Junior College 54-30 Sunday afternoon. MIT's Cindy Robinson '84 led all scorers in that game with nineteen points.

The Engineers are playing this month without the services of their leading scorer, Stacey Greene '83, who has an average of 9.3 points per game. The squad has gotten solid performances from everyone else, however. Joyce Kelly '83 had a game-high 13 points in Thursday's loss.

The Engineers will now take their 2-5 record on the road for three games. Tonight the women will play at Ambrose before going to Mt. Holyoke tomorrow and WPI on Saturday. The next home game will be against Suffolk on Tuesday, January 26, at 2pm.